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Hansen Sea Wind Work/Survival Suit

The Sea Wind suit is designed for personnel working with offshore wind
farms and for offshore rope access technique operators.

Features
- designed for optimal ergonomy
- tested to meet the IMO/SOLAS regulations for 1 hour immersion suit
- optimised for use of all fall arrest and seat harness
- special life jacket (Hansen Sea Lion 275N) available and needs to be
ordered separatly
- super light weight
- breathable fabric (Gore Tex)
- drysuit w/feet and easy access
- soft waterproof zip
- pit-zips for enhanced ventilation
- hi-vis colour
- reinforcement at exposed areas
- mesh Pockets with room for hood, gloves and necessities (PLB, pens
etc) + inner pocket
- construction with special attention to freedom of movement
- super Soft Neoprene closures in neck and wrists
Maximum comfort
The Sea Wind suit is very light and constructed to offer maximum
ergonomics and comfort for the wearer. It is approved to meet the IMO/
SOLAS regulations for an 1 hour immersion suit without internal buoyancy.
The IMO/SOLAS buoyancy requirement will be covered when the user
puts on an IMO/SOLAS life jacket. Hansen Protection will in addition to the
regular inflatable life jacket range offer a specially designed life jacket that
can be integrated to the suit in order to ensure necessary buoyancy and
freeboard.
Higher safety
The Sea Wind suit is fitted with watertight pit-zips to help ventilation and
regulate the wearers temperature. Further it is fitted with a number of
pockets to store tools and communication equipment or PLB, gloves, hood,
a whistle and a buddy line. The suit will be delivered with watertight socks
so the wearer can choose footwear of own choice.

Ultra light
Sea Wind is made of high performance Gore-Tex fabrics with good
waterproof breathable properties. Ultra light, 1,6 Kg only!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Materials
Size
Weight
Color
Approvals

Highly breathable GoreTex
XS to XXXL
1.6 kgs
Black and yellow
Suit: Certification as a 1 hour Suit acoording to IMO/
Solas LSA Code (MSC 207 (81) MSC 226 (82) class
D) and EN ISO 15027-1 (Constant Wear Suit) Status:
Certification testing finished and OK
Integrated life jacket: Twin chamber IMO/Solas LSA
Code 150N/275N.
Harness: Harness certified acc. to EN 361
Underwear: FR (wool/viscose) according to EN ISO
11612 (TBA)
Shoes: EN ISO 2035, Hard toe, GoreTex, Energy
absorbent, Oil resistant

Hansen Sea Wind Work/Survival Suit
Ultra light weight, 1.6 kgs only
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